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Abstract In this article, we present a novel approach to

localize anatomical features—breast costal cartilage—in

dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI using level sets. Current

breast MRI diagnosis involves magnetic-resonance com-

patible needles for localization [12]. However, if the breast

costal cartilage structure can be used as an alternative to the

MR needle, this will not only assist in avoiding invasive

procedures, but will also facilitate monitoring of the move-

ment of breasts caused by cardiac and respiratory motion.

This article represents a novel algorithm for achieving reli-

able detection and extraction of costal cartilage structures,

which can be used for the analysis of motion artifacts, with

possible shape variations of the structure caused by uptake of

contrast agent, as well as a potential for the registration of

breast. The algorithm represented in this article is to extract

volume features from post-contrast MR images at three

different time slices for the analysis of motion artifacts, and

we validate the current algorithm according to the anatomic

structure. This utilizes the level-set method [18] for the size

selection of the region of interest. The variable shape of

contours acquired from a level-set-based segment image

actually determines the feature region of interest, which is

used as a guide to achieve initial masks for feature extraction.

Following this, the algorithm uses a K-means method for

classification of the feature regions from other types of tissue

and morphological operations with a choice of an appropri-

ate structuring element to achieve reliable masks and

extraction of features. The segments of features can be

therefore obtained with the application of extracted masks

for subsequent motion analysis of breast and for potential

registration purposes.

Keywords Feature extraction � Costal cartilage �
Level sets � MRI � K-means � Morphological operations

1 Introduction

Feature extraction is an important step in achieving

effective medical image registration [1]. This article deals

with the extraction of features in 3D from contrast material

enhanced, high-spatial-resolution breast magnetic reso-

nance (MR) images. The extracted features have the

potential to be applied to the registration of four dimen-

sional (4D)—three dimensional (3D) spatial information

and one dimensional (1D) temporal information—breast

functional MR imaging to permit voxel-by-voxel analysis

of the characteristics of breast tissue.

To facilitate the analysis of pre- and post-contrast-

enhanced MR imaging, a registration algorithm is normally

applied to minimize the variation between images. How-

ever, intra-session registration has to account for patient

repositioning and large deformations of the breasts relative
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to the other imaging sessions. This results in tumor defor-

mation leading to inaccurate detection of tumor structure.

To accommodate re-orientation of the tumor between

acquisitions, we suggest an approach for registration where

relatively invariant structures are extracted in the time

course of different sessions.

Region of interest (ROI) size selection in the context of

3D registration is seldom considered so far [4], especially for

breast contrast-enhanced MR imaging. A semi-automated

multistep approach, which involves user-defined initial ROI

in the vicinity of the landmark [4], is time consuming and the

process of setting a proper ROI in 3D is error prone. In this

article, we focus on semi-automatic 3D feature region

selection and extraction using a level-set method for guid-

ance, which addresses the ROI size selection issue. It selects

an approximate initial 3D ROI for volume feature extraction.

Level-set methods use numerical techniques for tracking

shapes. An Eulerian approach [13] is applied to achieve a

number of numerical computations in relation to the curves

and surfaces. It has been demonstrated that level-set models

are a useful tool for modeling time-varying objects with

practical and theoretical advantages over conventional

surface models [13, 19]. In this article, a segmentation

approach using 3D contour level-set methods, K-means

clusters, and morphological operations is used to localize

3D features.

This article consists of six sections. Sections 2 and 3

present methodology and source data acquisition that are

used to perform the breast contrast MR image measure-

ments and relevant image processing. Section 4 presents

resultant images and discusses the implementation of these

methods for analysis purposes. Section 5 evaluates the

current approach using seven full volumes of MRI datasets

from five different patients, with over 420 layers of MRIs

which are calculated. Section 6 then concludes this article.

2 Methods

The proposed method contains three parts: determining the

possible size of the features region; the construction of fea-

tures masks; and automatic landmark localization. Though

registration allows the reduction of motion artifacts, it is not

considered in this article with the assumption that the motion

artifacts including patient repositioning and MR artifacts on

the transaxial planes are small enough to be ignored. The

cardiac and respiratory motion artifacts are mainly confined

to the coronal (z-axis) and sagittal directions (y-axis).

Therefore, in the first step, anatomic features (the fourth pair

of costal cartilages) of the breast contrast MR image are

searched via global contour extraction using a hybrid level-

sets segmentation, while in the second step this obvious

shape variation of the part of features of interest are masked

via specified cluster according to the intensity of volume

image, with the application of morphological post-process-

ing. The procedure is outlined in the block diagram in Fig. 1.

2.1 Overview of the current algorithms and MR

imaging

The goal of our algorithm is to extract the fourth pair of

breast costal cartilages shown in Fig. 2a using dynamic

contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI). The DCE-MRI used

in this study consists of one baseline 3D MR image as a

reference before contrast agent injection, which is mea-

sured at the first time slice; and three 3D post-contrast

images that are obtained at the second, fourth, and sixth

time slices.The time interval between successive time sli-

ces is 60 sec. Each volume MR image consists of multiple

image slices (or image layers to distinguish it from time

slices). For the segment extraction of costal cartilage

structure, the image slices (layers) are selected from vol-

ume MR images along transaxial and sagittal planes, per-

pendicular to the z gradient and x gradient directions,

Fig. 1 Illustration of the algorithm for the extraction of features in

the region of interest
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respectively, as shown in Fig. 2b. In this context, these

image layers are called transaxial and sagittal image layers.

Transaxial image layers are also referred to as layers for

simplicity. If a single image layer is a transaxial or sagittal

layer, the in-plane directions are along the x- and y-axes or

x and z-axes. A complete volume image consists of the

single intensity value in each discrete voxel of the x–y–z

grid. Each image layer can be resolved into 448 different

voxels in x and y directions, and 160 voxels in the z axis

direction. In addition, we also refer to the y-axis direction

as anterior–interior direction, z-axis direction as the dosal–

ventral direction, and the x-axis direction as left–right

direction.

The K-means clustering algorithm groups together dif-

ferent types of tissue based on intensity features into

K groups in the 3D representation. For the current algo-

rithm, each group is assigned to a label according to the

gray levels relating to the intensity value in the MR image.

It is observed that after applying K-means clustering, labels

with values equal to or greater than 5 are irregular to the

costal cartilage regions and not to be involved for calcu-

lation, and labels smaller than 3 correspond to background

information. That is, the costal cartilage is within the

region where the group label is either 3 or 4. Compared to a

pre-contrast image, a post-contrast MR image shows more

regions with group label of 4. This fact is used to recognize

the target anatomic ROI.

The morphological processing is performed using a

sliding 3 9 3 window for target region identification. As a

3 9 3 window of image pixels is considered in this article,

the spatial influence on the centre pixel is through its

8-neighborhood. Eight-pixel connectivity affords relatively

complete information about signal intensity assignment

around centre pixel.

The level-set-based segmentation approach relies on two

successive 3D models: the deformable geodesic active

model (DGAM) [14] and the Chan–Vese model (CVM)

[2]. The level-set approach combines the properties of both

feature-based frame partitions: using boundary-based

methods (related to DGAM) to generate a strength image

and extract prominent features; while using region-based

methods (related to CVM) to spatially localize features and

properties according to the homogeneous nature of the

examined image [18].

The following section focuses on the description of

the level-set method [18]. More detailed descriptions of

K-means clustering and morphological operations can be

found in [10] and [15], respectively.

2.2 Level-set method

In this article, level-set models are used to extract geometric

models of the structures embedded in the volume magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) datasets. The segmentation of

geometric models from the volume datasets provides the

shape information necessary for anatomical studies. For

instance, we expect to study the change of contours related

to costal cartilages over layers of MRI, and achieve separate

geometric structures. Level-set models for extracting

structures from volumes have been shown to be flexible and

effective for segmentation [8, 11, 19]. Level-set methods

produce active deformable surfaces that are directed to

conform to features in a volume dataset while simulta-

neously applying a smoothing operation based on local

surface curvature. Since level-set models are topologically

flexible, they can easily represent complicated surface

shapes that can form holes, split to form multiple objects, or

merge with other objects to form a single structure. These

costal cartilage iv-vi

pectoral muscle

costal cartilage iv-vi
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Fig. 2 Illustrations of structures and images of breast costal

cartilages. a Illustration of the location of breast costal cartilage

structure within thorax used in our study. b Schematic of costal

cartilage structure shows slice selection in the transaxial plane and

sagittal plane by turning on the z-gradient and x-gradient, marked by

black and red boxes and arrows, respectively. Pictures in a and b are

after [3]. c Illustration of the fourth pair of costal cartilages on the

baseline MR image
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models can incorporate many degrees of freedom, and

therefore they can accommodate complex shapes. Indeed,

the shapes formed by the level sets of / are restricted only

by the resolution of the sampling. Thus, there is no need to

re-parameterize the model as it undergoes significant

changes in shape.

A level-set model [2, 19] specifies a surface as the level

set (iso-surface) of a Lipschitz function on a 3D volume (a

scalar volumetric function), / : U 7!R; where U � R is

the range of the surface model. Thus, a surface S is

S ¼ fsj/ðsÞ ¼ kg; ð1Þ

and k is the iso-value. That is, S is the set of points s 2 R

that composes the kth iso-surface of /.

The surface / may propagate with (time varying) cur-

vature-dependent speeds. Level-set methods provide the

mathematical and numerical mechanisms for computing

surface deformations as iso-values of / by solving a partial

differential equation (PDE) on the 3D grid ðUÞ [19]. To

define a deformable surface from a level set of a Lipschitz

volume function as described in Eq. 1, an approach is to fix

k and let the volumetric function dynamically change in

time, i.e. /ðs; tÞ: We can mathematically express the

dynamic model as

/ðs; tÞ ¼ k: ð2Þ

Differentiating both sides of Eq. 2 with respect to time

t yields a PDE solvable with standard techniques:

o/ðs; tÞ
ot

þ5/ðs; tÞ � ds

dt
¼ 0: ð3Þ

Equation 3 is referred to as a Hamilton–Jacobi-type

equation and defines an initial value problem for the

time-dependent /. Let ds
dt

be the movement of a point on a

surface as it deforms, such that it can be expressed in terms

of the position of s 2 U and the geometry of the surface at

that point, which is, in turn, a differential expression of the

implicit function, /. This gives a PDE on / : s � sðtÞ
o/ðs; tÞ

ot
¼ �5 /ðs; tÞ � ds

dt
� �5 / � Fðs;D/;D2/; :::Þ

ð4Þ

where F is a user-defined speed term that generally depends

on a set of order-n derivatives of /, Dn /, evaluated at s; as

well as other functions of s: Typically F combines a data

term with a smoothing term, which prevents the solution

from fitting too closely to noise-corrupted data. The method

used in this article combines a propagation term weighted

by a factor a, together with a feature attraction term and a

smoothing term, both of which are weighted by a factor b

F ¼ aFprop þ bFattr þ bFcurv: ð5Þ

The first term Fprop describes an expansion movement for the

parts of the curve inside the target object and a contraction

movement for the parts outside the target. The second term

Fattr of the function is the advection term describing the curve

movement in a vector field induced by the gradient of an

image to attract the curve to the boundary of the target object.

The third term Fcurv describes a curvature flow, defined as

divergence of the unit normal vector. It aims to smooth the

curve at the parts where the boundary supports are weak.

Weight factors a and b allow the user to control the amount of

propagation, advection, and smoothing, respectively. The

level-set propagation stops when the term Fprop together with

terms Fcurv and Fattr cancel each other, or when the number of

computational iterations reaches a user-specified value. In

this article, we apply level-set method to achieve segment

detection and to superpose the contours of a 3D volume

image into a 2D image. The aim is to achieve a 2D binary

segmented image from 3D contours, which allows us to

realize ROI delineation.

2.3 Source data

Five sets of DCE-MRI datasets used in this study come

from a clinical dynamically contrast-enhanced breast MRI

examination performed on a 1.5T clinical magnet (Mag-

netom Avanto, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The entire

MR examination is securely de-identified and not re-iden-

tifiable before being transferred from the acquisition

workstation. The examination includes a dynamic contrast-

enhanced axial T1 weighted (T1W) sequence (parameters

below). The baseline dataset from this sequence (before

contrast injection) and dataset at 60 sec post-contrast

injection are used in this study. Table 1 shows MRI

acquisition parameters for the Siemens 1.5T Avanto mag-

net. Dynamic contrast-enhanced axial gradient echo (GRE)

T1 weighted sequence is repeated six times: once before

contrast administration, and five times after contrast

administration (at 60-sec intervals). The contrast, composed

of 0.16 mmol/kg of gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magne-

vist, Schering AG, Berlin, Germany), is injected intrave-

nously. The relevant parameter configuration is illustrated

in Table 1.

3 Results

In this section, we first present the results of the novel

anatomic feature extraction scheme from breast contrast-

enhanced MR imaging along transverse planes. The

anatomic structure is related to breast costal cartilages,

illustrated in Fig. 2a and b. The breast MRI is designed to
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receive the signal from the breasts, axilla, and chest wall. It

has been confirmed that the breast costal cartilage can be

captured by MRI. It is illustrated in Fig. 2c, with the

extraction of a pair of the fourth costal cartilages of the

anatomic feature. The anatomic structure is expected to be

used for localization purposes instead of the normal MR-

needles. Following anatomic feature extraction, we analyze

the movement of the fourth left costal cartilage along

sagittal planes. There are 40 layers involved in the image

analysis along the transaxial and sagittal planes. Image

analysis processing along the transaxial plane consists of

contour edge detection with level sets, K-means clustering,

and morphological post-processing for mask calculation. In

order to clearly observe the variety of projection contours

in a binary projection image, we select 25 layers that allow

full coverage of the regions of interest containing the costal

cartilages. The image size is 448 9 448 9 160.

The resultant mask is then applied to extract segments

along the sagittal axis (y-axis) and coronal axis (z-axis)

over the 40 layers. The segmented images containing costal

cartilages are transformed from transaxial- to sagittal-plane

orientation. It aims to observe the movements of costal

cartilage along the x-axis caused by cardiac and respiratory

motion, as well as the shape varieties caused by uptake of

the contrast agent.

3.1 Image analysis along transaxial planes

This section presents the results of the novel anatomic

feature extraction scheme from breast contrast-enhanced

MR imaging along transverse planes. The volume image is

from baseline datasets, combined with the post-contrast

image at the second, fourth, and sixth time slices. The same

algorithm has been applied to the third and fifth time slices

but these are not presented for brevity. Similarly, we

illustrate the resultant segment process, choosing the sec-

ond session of volume MRI as an example.

3.1.1 Determining the contour of feature region

The image processing steps used to identify the contour of

the feature region consist of:

1. Preprocess: In order to enhance the volume image for

accurate segment extraction, K-means clustering is

applied to pre- and post-contrast MR images. The

clustering can successfully remove the extra tissue

from the background before further processing.

2. Level-set segmentation: this method is applied to post-

contrast-enhanced MR images to delineate the variable

shape of the feature of interest. The contours in each

layer are cumulatively added to the first contour to

give the results illustrated in Fig. 3a. The shape of the

feature of interest clearly varies from layer to layer.

Table 1 MRI acquisition parameters for the Siemens 1.5T Avanto

magnet

Sequence GRE(VIEWS)a

Image mode 3D

Repeated time (ms) 5.11

Echo time(ms) 2.71

Inverse time(ms) -

Flip angle (deg) 15

Field of view (FOV) (mm) 340

Acquisition plane Axial

Slice mm/gap mm 1.0/0.0

No. of slices 160/slab

Matrix freq/phase 448 9 448

Pixel mm in plane 1.10 9 0.80

No. of signals acquisition 1

Fat suppression Frequency selective

Repeats before contrast 1

Repeats after contrast 5

Repetition time (s) 60

Total time (min) 6:24

a Denotes the parallel imaging technique employed, GRAPPA

(Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisition) with

acceleration factor equal to 2
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Fig. 3 a Cumulative contours from 25 layers’ result from the level-

set method. Two white arrows indicate the positions of features of

interest. b Resultant extracted segment based on K-means clustering.

c Refined extraction of region of interest from of post-contrast image

after second K-means clustering. d Region of interest that consistently

results from both pre- and post-contrast-enhanced images
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3. Mask of feature regions: according to the resultant

segment shown in Fig. 3a, it was found that the feature

mask can be obtained with the results from four layers:

25, 18, 14, and 10. Segmented images from layers 25 and

14 have the maximum number of pixels in the left and

right hand side of the costal cartilage image, respec-

tively, and layers 18 and 10 were the best complement to

layers 25 and 14, in the sense that together, these layers

fully fill in the costal cartilage region.

3.1.2 The first mask

The feature ROI is extracted from the previous processing

using K-means clustering on both pre- and post-contrast-

enhanced images. In general, breast MR images consist of

skin, fat, muscle, costal cartilages, breast tissue, as well as

their contrast-enhanced varieties. In total, six clusters are

produced, which correspond to different tissues of interest

and background. The cluster labels are arranged such that

pixels with cluster labels smaller than 3 correspond to

background and this is the means for removing the back-

ground. Subsequently, the resultant pre- and post-contrast

clustered images are multiplied pixel by pixel. Those pixel

valued equal to 25 are removed from the image, as they are

related to breast tissue. Afterwards, the image containing the

remaining clusters is used as a mask for each of the pre- and

post-contrast images, which are multiplied and thresholded

with an empirically determined threshold at layer 25. The

segmented image at layer 25 is shown in Fig. 3b. The next

step aims to refine the feature regions of interest from

Fig. 3b, by repeating the K-means clustering procedure as

described previously. A result of this second clustering step

is shown in Fig. 3c. Finally, we subtract the labeled clusters

of the pre- from post-contrast-enhanced image. The ROI that

consistently shows in both the pre- and post-contrast-

enhanced is obtained by a logical comparison, and is shown

in Fig. 3d.

3.1.3 Morphological post-processing

Morphologic post-processing is used to track the object

segment from the segmented images. After the closing and

opening operations, we achieve an image illustrated in

Fig. 4a. Following this, we rank the number of members in

each of the objects (connected components) shown on the

post-processed image. The resultant fractions of target

segments, shown in Fig. 4b, are extracted, which are the

two objects consisting of two maximum number of pixels

in the region of the image. Similarly, directly applying the

opening and closing morphological operations on Fig. 3b,

we obtain the post-processed image as shown in Fig. 4c.

This is used to obtain the target object segment image

shown in Fig. 4d, where the pixel members of the object

segment image contain resultant segmented pixels shown

in Fig. 4b.

The other three masks are obtained via applying the

same series of K-means clustering and morphological post-

processing steps. Figure 5a illustrates the total extracted

segment for the target feature. Figure 5b shows the

superposition of the total mask and the level-set-based

projection of Fig. 3a. For the second time slice, the feature

ROI is then localized by the segmented part of the structure

from the first time slice. With the decrease in the region

size of costal cartilage in different layers of the MR ima-

ges, additional tissue such as the pectoralis muscle are not

separated fully for subsequent time slices, but most of the

segments are clearly separated.

3.1.4 The results from the fourth and sixth time slices

Consider that the movement of breast including costal

cartilages caused by cardiac and respiratory motion is

along left–right and anterior–inferior direction [16]. If we

assume these are the major motions involved in breast MR

image acquisition, then the boundary of the regions of

interest along dorsal–ventral direction (the y-axis) should

Morphologic post−process

(a)

Fraction of object

(b)

Morpholagical post−process

(c)

Object segment

(d)

Fig. 4 a Morphologic post-processed image with closing and open-

ing operations. b Resultant fraction of objects with two maximum

number of pixels in the connected components (objects) in the binary

image. c Image after close and open operations on Fig. 3b. b Objects

segment according to the result of Fig. 4b
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remain unchanged between pre- and post-contrast images.

This can be determined along transaxial-plane orientation

from different MRI sessions according to the correlation

between pre- and post-contrast images on this plane. We

apply the algorithm described in the previous section to the

volume MRIs between the baseline datasets and the fourth

and sixth time slices. The only difference to perform the

algorithm between the different images is to apply different

types of morphological structuring elements due to the

intensity variation caused by the changed uptake of con-

trast agent.

3.2 Motion analysis along sagittal planes

Respiratory motion effects including cardiac motion are

particularly significant in the lower thorax and the upper

abdomen [17], which influences the quantitative accuracy

of MR imaging as well as leading to a loss of sensitivity in

lesion and possible anatomic structure detection due to

associated image blurring [7, 17]. In general, cardiac

motion dominates the respiratory motion of the costal car-

tilages during spontaneous breathing. There have been a

few articles in the literature discussing the motion artifacts

and motion corrections on breast DCE-MRI by the extrac-

tion of breast segments [5, 6, 9]. This section analyses the

motion artifacts according to the resultant anatomic seg-

ments along sagittal planes, which can therefore evaluate

the resultant segment performance and potentially achieve

motion correction.

In this section, we re-project the resultant segments from

transaxial planes to sagittal planes. The segments consist of

layers along y-axis (from 191th layer to 230th layer), z-axis

(from 96th layer to 135th layer), and x-axis (from 250th

layer to 310th layer). We view these projected segments at

the sagittal planes as masks and re-segment according to

the intensity variety of costal cartilage images at the mask

regions. The reason that we did not extract the segment

images directly along the sagittal plane orientation is that

the ROI along the dorsal side is fused with the region

pectoralis muscle tissue. It is difficult to find the upper

boundary of the target segment. We process the images

along transaxial plane orientation to afford us an effective

boundary for segmentation purposes. It appears that there is

extra pectoralis muscle tissue involved in the re-projected

segments. In order to avoid the error introduced from the

segments along the transaxial planes, we regroup the target

intensity via K-means from the specified sessions, and

morphological post-processing is applied. We illustrate a

series of resultant segments (i.e., from the 295th layer to

the 299th layer) at sagittal planes from the second session,

which are shown in Fig. 6a–e, respectively.

4 Discussion

The dynamic datasets used for automatic segmentation of

DCE-MRI were loaded into a commercial programming

software Matlab (V.R2009a, MathWorks, Natick, MA). To

Total extracted segment
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Fig. 5 a Illustration of total

extracted segment for the target

feature. b Illustration of the

superposition between the total

segment and the level-set-based

segment

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 6 Illustration of the resultant sagittal-plane segments from the 295th layer to the 304th layer along x-axis at the second time slice (a–e)
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evaluate the resultant segments, manual segmentation of the

costal cartilage from the MR images was performed by our

medical imaging experts, using a commercial medical image

processing software MIStar (Apollo Medical Imaging

Technology, Melbourne, Australia). We calculate and plot

the coordinates of segment centroid according to the algo-

rithm and manual segmentation, at two dimensional and

three dimensional bases. For instance, we plot y coordinates

of the segment centroid of interest versus various x at fixed

z positions, i.e., z = 112, 118, and 124. We illustrate the plot

at z = 118 in Fig. 7. It is observed that the plots from both

algorithmic and manual segments show similar patterns. The

plots using algorithmic results show translational offsets of

y coordinates at different z positions compared to manual

segments, caused by the blurred upper boundary between the

tissue of the costal cartilage and the pectoralis muscle. With

an increased x, the offsets are reduced, owing to an improved

contrast between the target tissue and back ground. The plot

at the 4th time slice shows the better performance with the

value of y close to the evaluated value of y than the other two

time slices. All the patterns from the algorithm’s outputs

reflect the basic shape feature of the anatomic structure—an

arc-shaped costal cartilage projected at the transaxial plane.

After projecting the datasets of both algorithmic and

manual segments, from transaxial plane orientation to

sagittal plane orientation, we calculate these segment

centroid coordinates related to the disk-shaped fourth left

costal cartilage region in each specified volume image

(session), which include the variations of y versus different

segments along x-axis direction, and the variations of

z versus different segments along x-axis direction, respec-

tively. This procedure is similar to the calculation of the

coordinates of segment centroid along transaxial plane.

in order to find the motion artifacts at the ROI, we use the

4th time slice as a reference to calculate the amount of

movement of region centroid between 2nd and 4th time slice

and 6th and 4th time slice, using manually evaluated seg-

ments and the automatically produced segments. The

amount of movements in relation to y-coordinates and

z-coordinates is plotted in 2D and illustrated in Fig. 8a–d. As

discussed before, the resultant patterns for both the evaluated

datasets and the produced datasets are similar, in addition to

the properly changed scales and translational offsets.

Apart from the translational motion artifacts, the rota-

tional motion artifacts in the DCE-MRI are illustrated in

Fig. 8e and f. Several obvious peaks and valleys shown in the

illustrated patterns via both evaluated datasets and produced

datasets can be observed and basically matched in positions,

in addition to the changed scales. Finally, the coordinates of

the centroid of the extracted segment images along the x-axis

are plotted and illustrated in Fig. 8g and h in terms of eval-

uated and produced datasets. It is observed that the 3D plots

display the arc structure of costal cartilage. Compared to the

evaluated datasets, the plot at the 6th time slice shows

slightly distorted, and 2nd and 4th time slice shows relative

smooth patterns, though there shows slightly changed

translation offsets and rotation angles.

In terms of the coordinates of plane centroid calculated

from manually evaluated datasets and automatically pro-

duced datasets, the Table 2 represents the value (parame-

ters) range related to translational motions and rotational

angles caused by possible spontaneous breathing, and the

averaged amount regarding translational motions and

rotational angles. Using the 4th time slice as a reference to

calculate the translation motion and rotation angles,

between 2nd and 4th time slices and 6th and 4th time sli-

ces, among the variations of manually evaluated versus

automatically produced segment centroids:

(i) The maximum translational motion magnitude is 1

versus 3 pixels along the y-axis; 4 versus 3 and 4

versus 5 pixels along the z-axis.

(ii) At the fixed position of the x-axis, average amount of

the translation motion along the y-axis is at least 1 pixel

less than that along the z-axis. The major motion

happens along z-axis. The difference between manu-

ally evaluation and automatically produced result is

maximum 2 pixels.
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Fig. 7 Illustration of the plots

of y-coordinates of segment

centroid according to the

manual segments and resultant

segments in the region of

interest versus various

x positions at (a) and (b),

respectively at z = 118
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Considering the effect of spontaneous breathing, the

automatically produced segments with the few pixel

movement are relatively close to the practical situation. The

error results from the shape of structuring element that

could not exactly fit the real shape of the cross section in

relation to costal cartilage. In comparison, the manual

delineation of the shape costal cartilage, as it combines the

understanding of shape anatomic structure, and the knowl-

edge of previous layers, is over fitting. Therefore, the

automatically produced segments are acceptable and are

valuable to be used for analysis of the motion artifact and

for further registration.

The rotation as another parameter to assess the magni-

tude of movement correction is defined in terms of the

vector angles between (i) 2nd time slice and 4th time slice

and (ii) 6th time slice and 4th time slice, based on the

segment centroids along sagittal planes. Though the rota-

tion angles from the automatically produced segment

centroid are several times larger than the manually evalu-

ated rotation angles, they are only less than 1� away, and

we consider that rotation motion correction is small enough

to be ignored due to the rigid body of the costal cartilage

structure.

We apply the level-set contours to four more MRs to

observe the performance. We use the reference MRI and

the MRI at the fourth time slice for each of the four DCE-

MRI datesets. To improve the mask quality, we use mor-

phological post-processing on the relative projection
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Fig. 8 Illustration of the plots of movements between 2nd and 4th

time slice and 6th and 4th time slice in relation to y-coordinates and z-

coordinates of segment centroid in the plate-shaped region of interest

according to the datasets of manual segments (a) and (c) and resultant

segments (b) and (d) that are produced automatically. The rotational

motion artifacts in the DCE-MRI are illustrated in (e) and (f) regarding

evaluated and produced datasets. The 3D plots of plane centroid are

illustrated in (g) and (h) in terms of evaluated and produced datasets

Table 2 The absolute magnitude in relation to the translational and rotational motion artifacts according to the plane centroid from evaluated

and produced segment datasets

Segment datasets Translational movement between (layer or pixel) Rotational movement between (degree of angle)

2nd and 4th time slice 6th and 4th time slice 2nd and 4th time slice 6th and 4th time slice

y z y z max min max min

max min max min max min max min

Manual 1 0 4 0 1 0 4 0 0.1219 0 0.1153 0

Automated 3 0 3 0 3 1 5 0 0.5507 0.0346 0.8782 0.0255

Man. Aver. 0 0 0 0 0.0222 0.0332

Auto. Aver. 1 1 1 2 0.2381 0.4368
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contours from 3D volume datasets via level-set approach.

As the combined contours from costal cartilages are

obviously different from breast tissue region, the mor-

phology operation can separate the contours of the ana-

tomic structure from breast tissue contours. We superpose

the mask extracted using the proposed method presented

above and the morphology post-processed contours. The

part of projection contours related to the specific costal

cartilage can be extracted fully.

Figure 9a–d illustrates the fully extracted masks which

are attached to the projection contour image for compari-

son purpose. Figure 9e–h is the 3D centroid plots of

resultant segments. Both of these plots show good structure

match. It is observed that Fig. 9f shows slight movements

at several 3D points. This is because of the possible shape

variation of the structure caused by uptake of contrast

agent. As the structure of costal cartilage is a known

quadratic curve, any point which far away from the curve

allows to be tested and corrected. Therefore, the plot

quality can be improved via adjusting the structuring ele-

ment to fit the shape at the few points that move away from

the normal positions. Alternatively, curvature fitting can be

applied to find a curve that would be the most reasonable to

fit to the distribution of the 3D centroids. This topic is

outside of the scope of this article. Though, the current plot

illustrated in Fig. 9f shows that the structure curve of costal

cartilages can be reconstructed via 3D centroid plots using

only one structure element after an accurate mask is

achieved. Figure 9c and d shows the segments of interest

and the relevant contours from DCE-MRIs with slightly

reduced ratios of contrast agents compared to the

measurements from the first three patients. It has been

illustrated in Fig. 9g and h that the low ratio of contrast

agents shows relatively reduced classification performance

of tissues of interest, but easy segmentation along x-axis

direction, and vice verse.

The current algorithm is carried out on the volume MRI

on a modest desktop computer with a 2.66 GHz CPU and

3.87 GB of memory. It takes around 1.5 to 2 h to complete

the integral process. Compared to manual segmentation,

the algorithm enables healthcare professionals to save time

on processing and analyzing of the segments, and only

needs to use and adjust a few parameters. It can help relief

the radiologists from staring at the screen for lengthy

periods of time.

We consider the fact that some structural anatomical

features depend only on a part of the studied structure in its

neighborhood, not the entire structure. To delineate the 3D

feature ROI locally, we apply a level-set method for seg-

ment of post-contrast MR imaging. Via analysing the

resultant segment, it is found that the studied structure of

the feature region shows obvious contour variation in dif-

ferent layers of a volume image. The segmented part of the

structure is then viewed as a guide for the feature region

localization.

In conclusion, the main contribution of this article is to

afford a novel application of the level-set method to feature

extraction of breast anatomic structure from contrast MR

imaging. It allows analysis of motion effects of breasts

caused by cardiac motion, and it can effectively solve the

problem via extracting invariant structures of anatomic

features, which then can be used for the registration of
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Fig. 9 a–d Illustration of the extracted masks attached to the contour image in terms of the other four patients. e–h The 3D centroid plots of

resultant segments in terms of the second to the fourth patients
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dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging of density struc-

tures, including breast cancer.
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